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Dear Members & their representatives, Directors, Senior management and 
Employees of your company, Auditors, Secretarial Advisors, Guests, 
Analysts, I welcome you all to the 47th Annual General meeting of your 
company. 

For the first time in our history we are not able to meet face to face. We 
will miss meeting you.  We try to make this meeting as normal and 
interactive as in past years. We will also quickly put up a copy of the 
chairman’s speech on our company’s website and stock exchanges for our 
shareholders who have not been able to attend. 

2019 -20 was very difficult year in many ways. 

Many major sectors like Housing / Real estate and Automotive, Engineering 
& Capex sectors have been affected for over 2 years. The fallout of this has 
affected many industries including ourselves. 

India’s globalization over the last 2 decades and the poorly thought out 
FTA’s has exposed the Indian economy to global pressures -  without 
correcting the many weaknesses that Indian Industries suffer from – poor 
infrastructure, cost of capital, high factor cost & energy cost. As a result, 
manufacturing within India has been damaged by large scale and 
indiscriminate imports and dumping over 2 decades.   

The “Make in India” initiative could not take off. The situation has been that 
while our demand grows, Indian trade policy is creating jobs in the Far East, 
in the ASEAN and the Middle East,  rather than in India. Other nations and 
foreign companies has strategically taken advantage of this and have 
created industries around our country, to serve us. 

The COVID pandemic has been another major blow for nearly 6 months. 
India started out well in its response but the last 2 months are extremely 
worrying. Far too many people in our country, as many as 75 % are not 
practicing safety guidelines – masks, social distancing. The state and 
central governments have to do much more to educate, persuade and force 
people to follow these simple measures that could bring down the spread 
greatly. These are simple low cost measure that will bring down the spread 
greatly. This is also essential for the economy to revive. 

Far too many people the poor, self-employed, employees of MSME & large 
service industries are facing terrible hardship. Again I reiterate, the 
governments in the States and Center have to approach this as a war-time 
strategy and improve compliance. It is better to work on prevention than 



on the terribly expensive cost of treatment and the permanent damages it 
causes to the people. The economic cost of not doing so is horrendous and 
continues. 

For our own company 2019-20 was one of the most difficult years we had 
in a long time.  

There were many reasons for this- internal and external to our company.  

- Long and deep slowdown in the Far East and India 
- The Trade war in the past years. 
- Distressed Far east producers, desperate to find a home for the 

surplus product, and the FTAs and Trade policies that allow them to 
dump into India.  

- Our lack of capacity during H1. 

All lead to low volumes and margins and high costs. 

We have still made a profit, but far below expectation.   

The Disruption of pandemic also severely affected Q4 & this Q1 and we are 
coming out of it only now. 

On the bright side many of these negatives are now behind us.  

We made large investments during the last 2 years to replace and retire all 
our plants and install new reliable plants with new technologies. These are 
now performing excellently. Reliability and Safety have improved.  The new 
plants and the new technology has helped us reduce cost, and benchmark 
ourselves with the best in the world. Capacity was a problem for last 3 
years in all products. This has been resolved and we are operating at much 
higher levels and continue to ramp up. These are helping us get over the 
business problems of the pandemic.   

While unfair practices from overseas continues, our government has started 
taking action. For eg. In case of our major product Phthalic Anhydride the 
Government has taken steps to put the impact of the FTA with Korea in 
abeyance. The import of toxic and substandard product during the last 
three years was playing havoc in our markets. With our efforts these have 
now been corrected by mandatory quality standards that will prevent such 
products from coming into the country and damaging our businesses. 

There is further action our government is taking based on our 
representations and active work with the government. It has taken us 3 
years of hard work to make the government aware of the deep damage 
that some of India’s trade policies viz –a viz partner countries has done to 
Indian industry. I am happy these early corrections have started. Your 
company remains active with the government on further steps.  



Our Gujarat project at Dahej has been delayed by over 3 months due to 
the pandemic and construction labor shortages. While it continues to be 
difficult, our own staff with limited labor, are putting in long hours and hard 
work. These plants will start producing by early Q4. I remind shareholders 
that this plant is located very close to 80 % of our market and to our 
principle raw material supplier in Jamnagar. These are important structural 
advantages. Going forward, this site will play an important role in our 
growth.  

Our balance sheet remain strong. A major part of our capital investments 
(of over Rs 250 Cr in the last 3 years) has been made from cash accruals.  
In addition, our Net borrowings remain small. By end of the year I am 
hopeful that we will further drive these down.  These are important for 
future growth and an important buffer in any crisis, as in the current one.  

Our subsidiary in Malaysia, like us faced a very poor market situation, and 
a long breakdown of a critical part of their plant; Their performance has 
suffered greatly. This has been now corrected and they will ramp to full 
capacity by end September-20.  They have also now taken up an aggressive 
cost cutting and reliability initiative.  By later in the current year they will 
again start to contribute to group profit and cash. Even during these difficult 
18 months we have not had to support them in funds, as they have also 
built up their own cash reserves. As the market improves in 2021 I expect 
them to be ready to exploit the positive situation.  

As shareholders know our group is working on a Food Ingredient Project in 
the US, based on local shale gas based raw material. This is within an 
existing complex with very low cost feed stock.  

The local government has been very supportive and is providing our 
subsidiary a long tax holiday, permanent benefits, grants and soft Loans. 
The full funding for the project has now been arranged by the subsidiary. 
We are supporting them in design and engineering. They are currently 
reviewing this project to look at the impact of COVID. So far the pandemic 
appears not to have had an impact on these products and business. Over 
the long term we expect our US business to grow and contribute well. 

Finally, I must talk about our most important asset -  our people. Among 
all our strengths, they give me the greatest confidence - their deep 
commitment, their hard work and their extraordinary efforts.  On behalf of 
shareholders, directors and myself, I thank them deeply. 

I thank our Shareholders for your support, your Directors for their 
guidance, our bankers, government agencies, and our many partners -  
supplier, service providers, and contractors. 

Thank You. 

Jai hind.    


